
ओपेन् योउर् हेअर्ट् बेलोवेड्
OSHO INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF TANTRA, MUSIC & DANCE

Welcome to India’s First Osho Tantra Festival! 

2013
28TH NOV-3RD DEC 
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We are really excited to announce the first Osho International
Tantra Festival in India – the birthplace of Tantra!

There is a full line up of international Tantra teachers including
Mahasatvaa Ma Sarita to create a guided experience deeper into
Tantra and yourself with the theme of “Love and Awareness”.

We aim to provide a really held space that allows for vulnerability
and authentic transformation, as well as a lot of fun and pleasure.and authentic transformation, as well as a lot of fun and pleasure.

Supporting them will be some fantastic dance teachers, offering
Biodanza, Shamantra Dance, 5 Elements Dance and 
Indigenous Dances.

In addition we are your one chance to see the Baul
Musicians that everyone is raving about this
year! They along with a host  of other
musicians will be providing us with beautifulmusicians will be providing us with beautiful
evening concerts, White Robe meditations
and Dance Parties with selected DJs.

http://tantra-india.com 3 2

Other attractions will include daily Osho Active Meditations, 
Yoga,Humaniversity AUM, The Love lounge, Family Sharing 
Groups,Talent Show, Carnival, Satsang plus 3 acres of 
beautiful village grounds.

There is also a team of healers offering sessions in Tibetan
Pulsing, Tantra Massage and more.

YYou will be supported and catered for in your growth regardless
whether you are arriving as couple wanting to deepen your
connection or single and wishing to interact more with other
     participants. Self regulation and feedback are very much
           encouraged.

WELCOME TO THE INTERNATIONAL OSHO FESTIVAL
 OF TANTRA, MUSIC AND DANCE 2013 



Shashi Solluna
teaches many aspects of Tantra, and
is specialised in the Taoist Sexual Arts and
Multi-Orgasmic Practices. This is about 
surrendering oneself into the flow of universal
life force energy, and when this happens sexual
energy may be experience as ecstasenergy may be experience as ecstasy, bliss or prayer.

Suta (Trust)
has more than 20 years experience in the
healing arts and also teaches Tantra internationally
with his own company Choose Bliss now. He is a
co-creator of the Sex to superconsciousness
training and teaches the Soul Mate couples
training with Sarita.training with Sarita.
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Niraj (Mike Skillbeck)
leads the Dorset School of Biodanza and is
skilled at opening people to many aspects of Tantra
such as sensitivity, sensuality, touch,affection and
transcendence. Using the medium of Biodanza,
a series of dance, movements and exercises that
create space for a deep experience within oneselfcreate space for a deep experience within oneself
and with others.

Dhyan Niten
is teaching Tantra worldwide with his Beloved
(www.tantra-spirit.com) as well as co-teaching with
Ma Ananda Sarita. Having traveled extensively
in India, he embraced the path of Tantra after
many years of individual transformation.

Malaika MaVeena
is a dynamic Earth Goddess embodying
ancient Earth wisdom from indigenous cultures
from around the world. Having spent a life time 
studying Native American, Australian Aboriginal,
African and the Shamanism of the Shibibo Indians
of Southof South American Malaika brings a wealth of
knowledge and wisdom to her workshops.

Mahasatvaa Ma Ananda Sarita
is a world renowned Tantra master and 
mystic offering courses and retreats across the
globe. Having received a direct transmission
from Osho, she is true to the spiritual essence of 
Tantra and leads us on the path to self
realisation. realisation. 

James Stevenson (Jivan Kavyo)
weaves together more than15 years
experience in techniques, practices
and information from the cutting edge of
Neuroscience, Tantra, Biodanza, Energy Work, 
Integral theory and Taoist practices to create a
spirituality which is rooted in the bodspirituality which is rooted in the body. 
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TANTRA & DANCE TEACHERS * 

http://tantra-india.com



Kimaya Crolla-Younger (Dakini Kimaya)
is an experienced psychotherapist group facilitator
and body worker. She has worked  for over 10
years in private practice in London and
internationally with individuals and groups. She
continues to develop her work with ‘whole person’
awakening, with particular interest in the relationshipawakening, with particular interest in the relationship
between trauma and the body..
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Shawn Roop
has been a student and teacher of life wisdom
since 1989. He is the author of ‘Pathways to
Love: 28 Days to Self Love’ and holds Bachelors
in Sociology, Master Practitioner of NLP, and 
Master Tantric Counselor.

Guy Barrington
offers Workshops & Diadactic Trainings In
Biodanza School Internationally – transformational 
dance to open us up and deepen our connections
and relationships to ourselves, each other, the 
human group & nature through simple movements 
full of heart, passion & potencfull of heart, passion & potency.

Bauls are mystical musicians from Bengal. They sing from 
the Heart and pour out their feelings and emotions in their 
songs. Their music reflects bonds of the heart, subtly
revealing the mystery of life, the laws of nature and the 
ultimate union with the divine. Baul is a mystic nomad 
dealing with human relations, emotions and spontaneously
expressing their spiritual ideology through music & dance.expressing their spiritual ideology through music & dance.

Osho Says “A Baul is a flowering. A Baul is a
flowing energy. The Baul is not a seeker, the
Baul is one who has found. The Baul is a SIDDHA:
one who has looked into life and realized that all 
is available and there is no need to seek.
         One has just to participate in this mystery 
                lled life. He dances, he sings,                lled life. He dances, he sings,
                      he enjoys, he is blissful for 
                           no reason at all.”

http://tantra-india.com
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Gayatri Beegan
has a vision of creating Heaven on Earth
through each of us experiencing the fullest and 
most loving expression of ourselves. She weaves
together teachings and insights from Tantra
personal development, coaching, movement
and bodywork.and bodywork.
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THE MYSTICAL MUSIC OF THE BAULS * 
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In this ceremony there is a chance to re-connect to your
heart’s wisdom to set intentions of let go and also of bringing
in new ways of being. In this warm space you are held and
nurtured and will experience a heightened sense of
connectedness to everyone else around you, others in 
your life who are not present and to the sacredness of
all that surrounds you.all that surrounds you.

The drink used in our ceremony is made from 
100% raw ceremonial grade cacao. It contains a  blend of 
                  spices and super foods and  is suitable for vegans.

                                The ceremony itself lasts for around 3 hours
                                     but the effects stay around in a more
                                         subtle way for a few hours after this  
                                         and you can tune into the wisdom                                          and you can tune into the wisdom 
                                           by reconnecting to a quiet space.
to a quiet space.

                                          This event will be held afterth festival
                                       on the 4th Dec at 11am in the Zorba the
                                      Buddha centre. Costs 2100Rs or 1600RS 
                                   if booked in advance. 
                                 (                                 (http://tantra-india.com)

Tibetan Pulsing is a gentle yet potent form of
bodywork which rebalances our inner
electricities allowing us to transform our
negative conditioning into something
potent and beautiful.

BENEFITS Include: *

1. Aligning energy/chakras/bodies/circuits -  
When working with the ‘pulse’ healing does not
necessarily have to take a long time.

2.  Regenerating - Regenerating our energy circuits, or organs,
 from low energy, candida, depression, illness or trauma past or
 present, operations, etc.   present, operations, etc.   The pulse from our life force has the
 power to regenerate and rebalance instantly.

3.  Transforming negative charge - created by shocks, trauma
,dysfunctional patterns and learned behaviour into positive energy.

4.  Clearing Immune System- ‘The pulse is amazing for giving 
boost to immune system, empowerment on physical/or emotional
level.
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TIBETAN PULSING WORKSHOPS * SACRED CACAO CEREMONY  *

http://tantra-india.com
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“A man who cannot love, cannot be creative in any
sense. Why should he make a beautiful statue of
a woman or a man? I am aware of all the best 
sculpturesaround he world: nothing is 
comparable to Khajuraho.”  Osho

This temple complex set over an area of 20
square miles and dedicated to a range of deitiessquare miles and dedicated to a range of deities
near the village of Khajuraho contains 25 temples.

Venue
The Festival is held (ftom 3pm on the 28th
November to 6pm on Tuesday the 3rd 
December) at The Zorba the Buddha Centre,
a three-acre property that includes award-
winning gardens, work studios, plush
accommodations, meditation halls, a commonaccommodations, meditation halls, a common
building, dance and performing arts hall, and
outdoor performance spaces.

Entrance Fee 
220 Euros - Early Bird, Booked and paid by the by 30th September.
250 Euros - Normal Price from 1st October onward.

    Food and Accommodation*
    105 Euros – Tented Accommodation
    (Shared) & Food
    125 Euros – Dormitory (Shared) & Food
    159 Euros – Duplex (Shared between 3) & Food
    199 Euros – Deluxe Double (2 Sharing) & Food
      

“If you silently sit in the fullmoon night just looking
at the Taj Mahal, sometimes with open eyes and
sometimes with closed eyes, slowly slowly you
will feel something that you have never felt before.
Sufis called it zikr, remembrance of God.”  Osho

It is an iconic place which when received through
the heart and not just by the tourist trail can bethe heart and not just by the tourist trail can be
inspirational.

This 3 day adventure will leave on the 5th Dec to
tour some of the most iconic places in India, and includes
all transfers, entrance and 2 nights accommodation. Prices to be 
displayed on the website soon,

A journey in the footsteps of love.

http://tantra-india.com

This is a space that allows one’s being to flourish.
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KHAJURAHO & TAJ MAHAL TRIP * THE VENUE & BOOKING INFO *



ओपेन् योउर् हेअर्ट् बेलोवेड्

Graphic design by Andra Dobrescu
andra13dk.deviantart.com/

“Find ecstasy withing yourself. It
is not out there. It is in your
inner most flowering. The one you
are looking for is you. You are
the traveler and you are the
destination. 

In experiencing the ecstasy of In experiencing the ecstasy of 
your own being, you have achieved
the final goal.” — OSHO
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